Overview

**Uptime**
There was no downtime

**Backups are up and running**
The most recent backup was performed on **05/15/2017** at 00:11:41

**Website is clean**
The most recent security scan was performed on **05/15/2017** at 06:23:00

**PageSpeed score is 70. YSlow score is 50.**
The most recent performance scan was performed on **05/15/2017** at 06:23:57
Backups
Backups are up and running

We have a total of 53 restore points of your website, 7 of those were made from 05/08/2017 to 05/15/2017

Most Recent Backup - 05/15/2017 at 00:11:41

WordPress version: 4.7.1
Active theme: G5Plus Orson v1.7
Active Plugins: 32  Published posts: 11  Approved comments: 0
Overall uptime is **100.00%**
Up for **10d 3h**

Last event:

- **Up**
  - Everything is ok
  - 05/05/2017 03:14:22 for 10d 3h
Analytics
Security
Website is clean

14 security scans were performed between 05/08/2017 and 05/15/2017

Most Recent Scan - 05/15/2017 at 06:23:00

Status: Verified clean
Malware: Clean
Vulnerabilities: Clean
Web Trust: Clean
Hostname: www.eknowledgeguru.com
IP address: 23.239.3.32
Performance
Performance

14 performance scans were performed between 05/08/2017 and 05/15/2017

Most Recent Scan - 05/15/2017 at 06:23:57

PageSpeed Grade
- C (70%) Previous: 66%

YSlow Grade
- E (50%) Previous: 45%

Page load time: 16.766s  ▲ (previous: 16.334s)
Total page size: 4.83 MB  ▼ (previous: 4.89 MBs)
Total number of requests: 200  ▼ (previous: 222s)